
CERBERUS MRV

Cerberus LPMR Lightweight Recovery Vehicle integrated with the EKA Lightweight Recovery system provides commandersCerberus LPMR Lightweight Recovery Vehicle integrated with the EKA Lightweight Recovery system provides commanders
with a versatile protected mobility solution engineered specifically to recover and suspend tow the new generation ofwith a versatile protected mobility solution engineered specifically to recover and suspend tow the new generation of
protected Lightweight vehicles which operate in forward areas.protected Lightweight vehicles which operate in forward areas.

Suspend Tow Recovery for battle-damaged vehicles with aSuspend Tow Recovery for battle-damaged vehicles with a
GVM of approx 16t with up to 6t lift at full reach.GVM of approx 16t with up to 6t lift at full reach.

The vehicle is equipped with a full suite of winch, rescueThe vehicle is equipped with a full suite of winch, rescue  
and recovery capability for deployment in support ofand recovery capability for deployment in support of
in theatre operational requirements.in theatre operational requirements.

With proven capabilities of itsWith proven capabilities of its
in-service high capacity recoveryin-service high capacity recovery
winch, ground engaging anchorswinch, ground engaging anchors
and controls, the LPMR providesand controls, the LPMR provides
for a rugged and effective system.for a rugged and effective system.

The platform's high levels ofThe platform's high levels of    mobility,mobility,
manoeuvrability, low platform weight,manoeuvrability, low platform weight,  
Air-Sea-Rail transportability,Air-Sea-Rail transportability,  
High payload and Protection, combinedHigh payload and Protection, combined  
with its narrow width, and high powerwith its narrow width, and high power
Euro 5 compliant powertrain with UniqueEuro 5 compliant powertrain with Unique
Euro III mode to enable full operation capabilityEuro III mode to enable full operation capability
no matter the theatre of operation.no matter the theatre of operation.

Make the Cerberus LPMR the idea asset for intimate recovery operations.Make the Cerberus LPMR the idea asset for intimate recovery operations.

Website: www.aardvark.group
Email:      info@aardvark.group



CERBERUS MRV

The Cerberus 4x4 and 6x6 Multirole Family of vehicles provide
commanders with an agile, class-leading Protected platform.

Adaptable and configurable to suit a variety of Tactical and support mission profiles.

Modular Ballistic, Blast and IED protection systems, from L1-L3, achieved

Air, Sea, Road and Rail transportable including underslung Ch47 lift [4x4].

Modern Euro 5 compliant vehicle platform with Unique Euro III mode to

Engineered and tested to provide reliability and commonality with wide-
scale use of industry-leading proven COTS equipment to support the
future force needs in reducing initial and through-life costs whilst
providing assurances of rugged, reliable and safe in service operation.

        whilst maintaining an industry-leading payload capability with growth
        to meet future threats.

       enable full operational capability no matter the theatre of operation.
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